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Abstract—In this paper, we design the UAV trajectory to
minimize the total energy consumption while satisfying the
requested timeout (RT) requirement and energy budget, which is
accomplished via jointly optimizing the path and UAV’s velocities
along subsequent hops. The corresponding optimization problem
is difficult to solve due to its non-convexity and combinatorial nature. To overcome this difficulty, we solve the original problem via
two consecutive steps. Firstly, we propose two algorithms, namely
heuristic search, and dynamic programming (DP) to obtain a
feasible set of paths without violating the GU’s RT requirements
based on the traveling salesman problem with time window
(TSPTW). Then, they are compared with exhaustive search and
traveling salesman problem (TSP) used as reference methods.
While the exhaustive algorithm achieves the best performance at
a high computation cost, the heuristic algorithm exhibits poorer
performance with low complexity. As a result, the DP is proposed
as a practical trade-off between the exhaustive and heuristic
algorithms. Specifically, the DP algorithm results in near-optimal
performance at a much lower complexity. Secondly, for given
feasible paths, we propose an energy minimization problem via
a joint optimization of the UAV’s velocities along subsequent
hops. Finally, numerical results are presented to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms. The results show
that the DP-based algorithm approaches the exhaustive search’s
performance with a significantly reduced complexity. It is also
shown that the proposed solutions outperform the state-of-theart benchmarks in terms of both energy consumption and outage
performance.
Index Terms—UAV communication, rotary-wing UAV, trajectory design, dynamic programming, energy minimization,
TSPTW.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of mobile devices and data-hungry
applications, the next generation wireless networks are expected to support not only the unprecedented traffic increase
and stringent latency but also ubiquitous coverage requirements. Although heterogeneous networks (HetNets) [2] and
cloud radio access networks (C-RANs) [3], [4] have shown
their capability in supporting massive network traffics, their
deployments are usually focused on dense areas. In less-dense
areas, e.g., urban, and places where the network traffic highly
fluctuates, the employment of C-RANs is economically inefficient. In such cases, the current terrestrial network architecture
might suffer network congestion or be unable to support the
ubiquitous coverage.
Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have attracted
much attention as a promising solution for improving the
performance of terrestrial wireless communication networks
thanks to their mobility, agility, and flexible deployment [5].
By employing a flying base station, UAVs can be deployed
along with ground base stations (GBSs) to provide pervasive
coverage and timely applications to ground users (GUs).
Consequently, the deployment of UAVs in wireless communications has found applications in various domains, such as
disaster rescue mission [6], surveillance [7], and smart farming
[8]. Besides many advantages, UAV-enabled communications
are not without limitation. The inherent limitations of UAVs
has imposed technical restrictions on size, weight, and power
capability (SWAP), which consequently affect the UAV’s
endurance and performance [9]. One of the major challenges
in UAV deployment is to efficiently design the trajectory in
order to maximize the UAV’s service lifetime.
Certain efforts have recently been devoted to efficient UAV
trajectory design [9]–[13], [15], [16], [28]. Yang et al. in [10]
investigate the different Pareto efficiency between the optimal
GU transmit power and UAV trajectory design. Phu et al. [11]
use UAV as a friendly jammer to maximize the average secrecy
rate of the cognitive radio network (CRN) by jointly optimizing the transmission power and UAV trajectory. Reference
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[9] designs the trajectory of UAV to minimize the mission
completion time in UAV-enabled multi-casting systems based
on the traveling salesman problem (TSP). References [12]–
[14] study more complicated scenarios with multiple UAVs.
The authors of [12] investigate the dual-UAV enabled secure
communication system via jointly optimizing the UAV trajectories and user scheduling. Reference [13] optimizes the UAV
trajectory, transmit power and user scheduling to maximize the
achievable secrecy rate per energy consumption unit in UAVenabled secure communications. References [15]–[17] study
more complicated UAV enabled communications systems with
3-D trajectory.
Due to the limited endurance and on-board energy of
UAVs, the problem of UAV energy minimization has attracted
much attention [18]–[22]. The work [18] applies the genetic
algorithm to design the trajectory with the least energy consumption to visit all BSs and return to the UAV station.
Reference [19] minimizes the completion time and energy
consumption problems for a fixed-wing UAV-enabled multicasting system via jointly optimizing the flying speed, UAV
altitude, and antenna beamwidth. In [20], the authors consider
the joint problem of the sensor nodes’ wake-up schedule and
the trajectory to minimize the maximum energy consumption
while guaranteeing the reliability of the data collected from
the sensors. Nevertheless, these works did not consider UAV’s
propulsion energy consumption, which is important for UAV’s
lifetime. In [21], the authors derive a closed-form propulsion
power consumption model for rotary-wing UAVs. Then, by
using this model, they aim at minimizing the total energy
consumption via joint optimization of trajectory and time
scheduling between GUs. Based on the energy model in
[21], [22] minimizes the maximum energy consumption of
all Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices while complying with the
energy budget requirement.
Recently, there has been a growing research interest in
applying dynamic programming (DP) in UAV-enabled wireless
communications [23], [24]. The authors in [23] solve the
problem of flight time minimization for data collection in
a one dimensional wireless sensor networks (WSNs). More
specifically, the DP algorithm is proposed to find the optimal
data collection intervals of multi-sensors. In [24], the problem
of optimizing the spectrum trading between macro base station
(MBS) manager and UAV operators is solved. Then, the DP
is adopted to find the optimal bandwidth allocation which is
the most suitable for each UAV operator. To the best of our
knowledge, there are no other works consider DP to solve the
problem of UAV trajectory design with latency constraints.
The aforementioned works have addressed the various new
challenges in UAV-enabled communications, such as completion time minimization [9], energy minimization [18]–[22],
and throughput maximization [17]. Moreover, efficient methods have been devised to deal with complicated optimization
problems, e.g., time discretization method [16], [20], path
discretization method [21], block coordinate descent (BCD) in
combination with the successive convex approximation (SCA)
method [22], and efficient trajectory design [9]. Specifically,
[9], [21] and [22] have proposed a new framework to design
an efficient trajectory by applying TSP solution. Basically, the

TSP asks the question of finding the shortest path that visits all
users in the network and returns to the origin point which is an
NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimization. Thus, a joint
problem of trajectory design and other communications factors
(e.g., communication scheduling, transmit power allocation,
time allocation) in [21], [22] is even more challenging. In
order to overcome these problems, the authors of [21], [22] are
wisely using TSP solution as an initialized feasible trajectory
in their proposed iterative algorithms. Despite remarkable
achievements, none of works in [9], [21], [22] take the time
constraints into consideration.
To overcome the limitation in [9], [21], [22], our work
studies the UAV-enabled communications systems in practical scenarios in which the GUs’ transmissions are subject
to some latency or requested timeout (RT) constraints. The
considered system is motivated from realistic communicationrelated applications, e.g., content delivery networks [25] or the
age of information or data collection, in which when a GU
requests content data, it needs to be served within a certain
RT. For example, in an emergency case or during a natural
disaster, data need to be collected/transmitted promptly for
evaluations/disseminations of the current situation in a given
area. Concretely, the data from sensor nodes with limited
storage capacity need to be collected in time for the continuous
measurements before it becomes useless or being overwritten
by incoming data. Besides that, the vital information must be
disseminated to people about incoming disaster as soon as
possible. Depending on the important role of each region, the
different requested timeout values will be assigned for each
area. Our goal is to design an energy-efficient UAV trajectory
while guaranteeing the predefined RT constraints of all GUs.
It can be seen that the considered system is clearly different
from [9], [21], [22]. Therefore, the TSP-based method in those
works can not be directly applied in this paper. This motivates
us to propose a new approach to solve problem of UAV trajectory design for energy minimization with latency constraints.
Concretely, we propose trajectory design algorithms based on
TSPTW which is a generalization of the classic TSP and has
applications in many important sequencing and distribution
problems [30]. The TSPTW requires that each node (or user)
must be visited within a predefined time window. The time
window includes start time and end time (or requested timeout)
associated with each node in the network. The start time and
end time define when the service at the considered node can
begin and finish. In summary, our contributions are as follows:
•

Firstly, we find a feasible set of paths while satisfying
the RT constraints for all GUs. In order to deal with
the nature NP-hardness of the formulated problem, we
propose two algorithms, namely, DP, and heuristic algorithms based on the TSPTW and they are compared
with exhaustive search and TSP-based method [9], [21].
While the exhaustive search algorithm provides the global
optimality, its exponential computation complexity might
limit its applicability in practical applications. In such
cases, the heuristic algorithm with a lower complexity is
often considered to be a suitable replacement. However,
this solution significantly decreases the performance com-
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users (GUs), denoted by K , {1, . . . , K}. Due to limited
access, the users can only receive data from the UAV [9],
[21]. The location of GU k is denoted as qk ∈ R2×1 , k ∈ K.
Let (u1 , u2 , . . . , uK ) be a permutation of (1, 2, . . . , K), and let
u , [u1 u2 · · · uK ]T specify a trajectory of the UAV to serve
all users following the path 0 → u1 → u2 → ... → uK → 0,
where 0 denotes the UAV station (or depot). It is assumed that
GU k is required to be served within ηk units of time after the
start of the UAV’s mission. We refer to ηk as the requested
timeout of GU k, for k ∈ K.
A. Trajectory Design Model
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Fig. 1: System model.

pared to that of exhaustive search. Thus, DP is proposed
as a new algorithm to balance between exhaustive and
heuristic algorithms. Especially, its performance converges to that of exhaustive at a much lower complexity.
• Secondly, we minimize the total UAV’s energy consumption for each given path in a feasible set via a joint
optimization of the UAV velocities in all hops. Since the
formulated problem is proved to be convex, it can be
solved by using standard methods. Then, the path with
lowest energy consumption which also satisfies the energy budget constraint is selected as a designed trajectory
for UAV. Notably, in this work all the computation for
path design is performed in an offline manner, i.e., prior
to the UAV flight.
• Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms is
demonstrated via numerical results, which show significant improvements in both energy consumption and
outage probability compared with our benchmarks [9],
[21].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model. The energy-efficient UAV
communication with path design and velocity optimization
is analyzed in Section III. Section IV shows the simulation
results. Finally, discussion and concluding remarks are given
in Section V.
Notations: Scalars and vectors are denoted by lower-case
letters and boldface lower-case letters, respectively. For a set
K, |K| denotes its cardinality. For a vector v, kvk denotes its
Euclidean (`2 ) norm. CkK denotes a set of all k-combinations
of K elements in set K. The notion x 4 y means each element
of vector x is smaller than y. E{x} denotes the expected value
of x. P{a} is representing the probability for happening event
a.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider an UAV-enabled communication system in
which a UAV helps to transmit data to a set of K ground

In literature, there are different trajectory design models
for UAV communications, e.g., Table I. Basically, it can
be classified into two types such as coarse (e.g., hoveringcommunications [9]) and fine trajectory design (e.g., flyhover-communication (FHC) and flying-and-communication
(FAC) methods in [21], virtual base station (VBS) as waypoints (VAW) and waypoints based on VBS placement and
convex optimization (WVC) methods in [9]). In hoveringcommunications method, the UAV has to move to GU k’s
location and keeps hovering during the transmission period.
The authors in [9], [21] utilize TSP to find the visiting order
of K GUs’ locations. Based on this result, the FHC method
optimizes the visited locations, each for communicating with
one GU, instead of hovering over each GU. The VAW is
similar to FHC method, the difference is that each hovering
location in VAW is for communicating with a group of GUs.
In [9], FAC method, an updated version of FHC, is proposed
in which the UAV can communicate while flying. In [21], the
authors improve VAW method by proposing a more efficient
waypoint (i.e., hovering point) design to reduce the traveling
distance, i.e., WVC method. Based on these examples, we can
conclude that the fine trajectory design can be obtained based
on the coarse one.
In this work, hovering-communication is applied as the
trajectory design model since it is a very intuitive protocol
that is also easy to implement in practice. Fig. 1 depicts a twodimensional Cartesian coordinate system, whereas the UAV is
located at the ground station and the GUs are located in the
considered area.
B. Transmission Model
The UAV’s trajectory is split into K + 1 line segments (or
hops) which are represented by all connections between K +2
way-points on any given route (see Fig. 4 for details). We
assume that the UAV flies at a constant altitude of H (meters).
Therefore, the distance traveled from GU j to GU k is given
by
lj→k = kqj − qk k, 0 ≤ j, k ≤ K + 1,

(1)

where the index 0 represents the UAV station. We assume that
the UAV velocity is constant during each hop but can change
from hop to hop.
For i = 1, 2, . . . K + 1, let vi denote the UAV velocity at
the i-th hop, while for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, τk stands for the
transmission time needed for UAV to send the requested data
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TABLE I: Trajectory design methods
Name
Hovering-communications [9]
FHC [21]
FAC [21]

No. of visited GUs per 1 hovering point
1
1
1

VAW [9]

Multi-GUs

WVC [9]

Multi-GUs

Hovering point design
GU’s location as hovering points
Hovering point is within the GUs’ transmission range
Hovering point is within the GUs’ transmission range and UAV
transmits data when flying
Hovering point is the VBS defined as the center of a group of
GUs
Based on VBS in VAW, they optimize the hovering point using
optimization method

stream to GU k reliably. Then, for a given trajectory signified
by u, the time for the UAV to reach the GU uk is calculated
as

7
6

(tui + τui ) ,

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K,

(2)

i=1

di
and di = lui−1 →ui represent the travel
where tui ,
vi
time and the distance in the i-th hop, respectively, for i =
1, 2, . . . , K + 1.
We assume the channel between the GU and the UAV
follows a Rician fading [26], [27], where channel coefficient
between GU k and UAV, hk , can be written as
hk =

√

µk gk ,

(3)

where µk represents for the large-scale average channel power
gain accounting for signal attenuation including pathloss and
shadowing and gk accounts for small-scale fading coefficient.
In particular, µk can be modeled as
µk = µ0 H −α ,

(4)

where µ0 is the average channel power gain at the reference
distance, and α is the path loss exponent.

 Then, the small scale
fading gk with expected value E |gk |2 = 1, is given by
r
gk =

G
g +
1+G k

r

1 ∼
g k,
1+G

(5)

where G is the Rician factor; g k denotes the deterministic
∼
LoS channel component; g k ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the Rayleigh
fading channel accounting for NLoS components. Then, the
maximum achievable rate between the UAV and GU k is
calculated as

Rk = B log2 1 + Υ|gk |2 ,
(6)
µ0
where Υ , PHcom
α σ 2 , B is the channel bandwidth, Pcom is the
transmit power of the UAV, and σ 2 is the noise power.
As the lack of the knowledge for instantaneous channel state
information (CSI) prior to the UAV’s flight, the rate Rk is not
exactly known. Therefore, the approximated rate for GU k is
adopted, i.e., Rk . Specially, Rk is chosen so that P{Rk <
Rk } remains below or equals to a target . Moreover, the
outage probability that the GU k cannot successfully receive
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Fig. 2: yQ curves corresponding to its sub-functions, with  =
0.001 .
the transmitted data from UAV, i.e., P{Rk < Rk }, is expressed
mathematically as follows [26]:
P{Rk < Rk }

n
2Rk /B − 1 o
= P |gk |2 <
n
oΥ
= 1 − Q1 xQ , yQ ≤ ,
(7)
q
√

where xQ ,
2K, yQ ,
2 2Rk /B − 1 (1 + G)/Υ,
Q1 (x, y) is the first order Marcum Q-function.
n
oMoreover, at
maximum tolerable value of , i.e., Q1 xQ , yQ = 1 − , yQ
is defined as [26]
p

−2 log(1 − )eG/2 , G ≤ G0
(8a)


√



1
2G
√
2G +
log √
(8b)
yQ =
2Q−1 ()
2G − Q−1 ()



√
1


 2G + √ , G > G0 & Q−1 () = 0 (8c)
2 2G
√
where G0 is the intersection of sub-functions at 2G <
max[0, Q−1 ()] and Q−1 (x) is the inverse Q-function. Fig.
2 shows that G0 can be obtained graphically based on the yQ
sub-functions.
In this work, since UAV hovers right above the user, we can
consider a Rician channel with strong LoS component (i.e.,

high G factor) and Q−1 ()
the yQ function
can be
√
√ 6= 0. Thus,

1
2G
√
approximated as yQ = 2G + 2Q−1
log
−
()
2G−Q−1 ()
Q−1 (). This yields the approximated rate Rk can be expressed as:


yQ 2 Υ
Rk = B log2 1 +
,
(9)
2(1 + G)
We adopt the Rician model because it can capture both LoS
and NLoS links.
C. Energy Consumption Model
The energy consumption of the UAV consists of two types:
propulsion energy consumption and communication energy
consumption. The former measures the energy consumed to
fly or hover over the UAV. The latter is used to transmit
data to the GUs. In general, the energy consumption depends
not only on the UAV velocity, but also on its acceleration/deceleration. Note that the energy consumption during
UAV’s acceleration/deceleration is ignored in [21], [22] which
is reasonable for scenarios when the acceleration/deceleration
speed or acceleration/deceleration duration is small. The power
consumption of a rotary-wing UAV flying at velocity v is given
as [21, Eq. (12)]

Pfly (v) = P0 1 + α1 v 2
{z
}
|
bladeprofile

+ P1
|

rq

1 + α22 v 4 − α2 v 2 + α3 v 3 ,
| {z }
{z
} parasite
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Fig. 3: Propulsion power consumption versus velocity.

III. E NERGY- EFFICIENT UAV COMMUNICATION WITH
PATH AND VELOCITY OPTIMIZATION

Our goal is to jointly design the path and velocities to
minimize the total energy consumption while satisfying the
RT constraints and energy budget for all GUs. Intuitively, we
aim to find the visiting order u , [u1 , . . . , uK ] and the UAV
velocities which result in the smallest energy consumption.
Then, the problem is formulated as

(10)
P1 :

induced

15

K+1
X

min

u,{vi }K+1
i=1

(Efly,i (vi , di ) + Ehov,i + Ecom,i )

i=1

3/2

W
where P0 = 8δ ρsAΩ3 R3 , P1 = (1 + I) √
, α1 = Ω23R2 ,
2ρA
1
α2 = 2V 2 , and α3 = 0.5a0 ρsA. Blade profile power, parasite
R
power, and induced power are needed to overcome the profile
drag of the blades, the fuselage drag, the induced drag of the
blades, respectively. Other parameters are explained as in Table
I of [21].
For i = 1, 2 . . . , K+1, the total energy consumption that the
UAV spends on hop i is given as

Ei (vi , di ) = Efly,i (vi , di ) + Ehov,i + Ecom,i ,

(11)

where Efly,i (vi , di ) = Pfly (vi ) × tui = Pfly (vi ) × di /vi ,
Ehov,i = Pfly (vhov ) × τui , and Ecom,i = Pcom × τui are
the energy consumption due to flying, hovering, and communications, respectively, where Pfly (vi ) is provided in (10).
When UAV approaches the GU, it will fly around the GU with
certain velocity vhov instead of hovering directly above it to
minimize the energy consumption [21]. Moreover, the energy
consumption due to hovering is Ehov,k = Pfly (vhov ) × τk ,
where Pfly (vhov ) and τk are the propulsion energy consumption due to hovering and transmission time to serve GU k,
respectively. Furthermore, τk is computed as τk = Qk /Rk ,
where Qk denotes the length of the requested content in bits
and Rk denotes the approximated transmission rate from the
UAV to GU k. Since Qk and Rk can be obtained prior to the
UAV flight. Thus, Ehov,k is proportional to Pfly (vhov ) which
is minimized at vhov value as in Fig. 3.

(12)
s.t. C1 :

k 
X
i=1

di
+ τui
vi



C2 : 0 ≤ vi ≤ Vmax ,
C3 :

≤ ηuk ,

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K

for 1 ≤ i ≤ K + 1,

K+1
X

(Efly,i (vi , di ) + Ehov,i + Ecom,i ) ≤ Etot ,

i=1

C4 : |vi+1 − vi | ≤ ∆V, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ K.
In P1 , constraint C1 guarantees the RT requirement for the
GUs which states that the maximum latency to serve GU uk
cannot exceed the predefined RT ηuk , C2 requires that the
flying speed of the UAV must be less than the maximum
velocity Vmax , and C3 means that the total energy consumption
of UAV on the considered path should not exceed the total
energy budget Etot . Otherwise, this is an infeasible path.
C4 guarantees that the traveling speed of UAV between two
consecutive hops is less than a predetermined value.
Problem (12) requires optimizing the path u and traveling
velocities {vi }K+1
i=1 of the UAV on all hops. Note that (12)
includes a complicated energy consumption as in C3, as well
as an objective function which depends on the designed path
u. However, as the objective function is the same of the LHS
in C3, we can, without loss of generality, solve P1 without
C3 and find the minimum total energy consumption. If this
energy is less than Etot , then P1 is feasible and its solution
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is the same as the solution to P1 without C3, otherwise P1 is
not feasible and we say outage has occurred.
Definition 1: The OP is defined as P{Rk < Rk } and the
probability that no feasible path (a path that satisfies all the
GUs’ RT requirements and Etot ) is found.
Note that even without C3, problem P1 is a TSPTW, itself
is already NP-hard [30]. To solve this problem, we first
find the feasible set of paths (denoted as U ? ) which satisfy
constraints C1 while the hop velocities satisfy C2. Next, we
will minimize the energy consumption on each given path
via joint optimization of velocities over all hops. Finally, the
lowest energy consumption path which satisfies the energy
budget constraint C3 is chosen as the trajectory design for
UAV.

Algorithm 1 Exhaustive search algorithm for solving P2
Input: Vmax , {qk , τk , ηk }K
k=1 .
Initialize: Calculate the set I containing all the paths,
η0 = [η1 , . . . , ηK ], U = Ø, l0→k = kqk − q0 k, a0k =
l0→k
Vmax + τk , k ∈ K, a = [a01 , . . . , a0K ].
3: if a ≤ η0 then
. Check feasibility
4:
for m = 1 : |I| do
. For each path u(m) ∈ I
l (m)
k
(m)
P
u
→u
(m)
i
i−1
+ τi
. Total
5:
Lk =
Vmax
1:
2:

i=1

6:
7:

8:

A. Obtain a feasible set of paths
In this section, we introduce three solutions, namely, exhaustive search, heuristic search, and DP algorithms to obtain
a feasible set of paths that satisfy constraints C1, C2 and C4.
The exhaustive search gives the best solution with very high
complexity. The heuristic tries to reduce the complexity but
the performance also decreases. Thus, the DP is proposed
as a solution to balance between exhaustive search and DP
algorithms.
Specifically, the feasible set of all paths which satisfy
constraints C1, C2, and C4, i.e., U ? , will be obtained by
choosing vi = Vmax , for i = 1, 2, . . . , K + 1.
The proof of this property relies on the monotonically
decreasing behavior of the LHS of constraint C1 with respect
to vi , for any given i. For any k ∈ K, if a path satisfies C1
with vi < Vmax , then this path satisfies C1 with vi = Vmax ,
as the LHS of C1 is monotonically decreasing in vi , for
i = 1, 2, . . . , K. Also, for any k ∈ K, if a path does not satisfy
C1 with vi = Vmax , then this path does not satisfy C1 with
 X

k 
k 
X
di
di
+ τui >
+ τui > ηuk .
vi < Vmax , as
vi
Vmax
i=1
i=1
By considering vi = Vmax as above discussion, the following subsections present three proposed algorithms to find a
feasible set of paths.
1) Algorithm 1: Exhaustive search algorithm
The principle of the exhaustive search algorithm is to visit
all the paths and find Hamiltonian cycle paths [29] satisfying
the RT constraint. For each path in the feasible set, we
minimize the energy consumption via jointly optimizing the
velocities as in Section III-B. Thus, in order to reduce the
computational complexity for solving (12), we only take Ψ
feasible paths into consideration.
This problem is in a form of TSPTW problem, which can be
solved by finding the minimum cost tour (Hamiltonian cycle
path) starting and ending at location 0 and visiting all GUs
only once [30]. The details is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Firstly, we initialize all the parameters as in lines 1 and 2. More
specifically, qk , τk , ηk are the location, data transmission time,
requested timeout constraint of GU k, respectively; U is the
set containing all feasible paths; l0→k and a0k are the traveling
distance from UAV to GU k and the total time needed for UAV
to finish transmitting data to GU k, respectively. Basically,

9:

traveling time between GUs ui−1 and ui in u(m) and data
transmission time to ui
if L(m) 4 η0 then
. Check the RT constraint
U = U ∪ u(m)
. Update feasible paths
end if
end for
Find Ψ shortest feasible paths, i.e., U ? ∈ U
end if
Output: U ? .

Algorithm 2 Heuristic algorithm for solving P2
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8:

Input: Vmax , {qk , τk , ηk }K
k=1 .
Initialize: U = Ø, I+ = Ø, I− = K, l0→k = kqk −
q0 k, a0k = Vl0→k
+ τk , k ∈ K, a = [a01 , . . . , a0K ], η0 =
max
[η1 , . . . , ηK ].
if a ≤ η0 then
. Check feasibility in the first hop
Find the closet GU having minimum RT value, i.e.,
u? ∈ I− .
U = U ∪ {u? }
. If u? satisfy constraint C1.
I+ = I+ ∪ {u? }, I− = K \ {u? }
Repeat steps 4 to 6 until I− = Ø or no any GU
satisfying the C1 constraint.
end if
Output: U ? = U.

Algorithm 1 consists of two steps. In the first step, we check
the RT constraint from UAV station to each GU k, as in line
3. Based on the triangle inequality constraint, if there exists
any GU k which does not satisfy the RT constraint, it has no
feasible path. Otherwise, we will try all K! paths which visits
all the GUs once, lines 4 to 9. For each path u(m) ∈ I, we
calculate the UAV traveling time from ui−1 to ui and data
transmission time for ui , with ui−1 and ui ∈ u(m) . It then
compares the visit time to every GU with the corresponding
RT requirements (constraint C1 in (12)), as in line 6. If path
u(m) satisfies the RT constraint, it will be accumulated to set
U, line 7. Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(K!) [31].
Finally, the set of Ψ feasible paths which satisfies all the RT
constraints and imposes the Ψ shortest traveling time will be
selected.
2) Algorithm 2: Heuristic algorithm
Although providing near-optimal performance, the high
computation complexity of Algorithm 1 may limit its potential
in realistic scenarios. In this subsection, we propose a heuristic
search algorithm, which compromises the performance against
complexity. The key idea behind the heuristic algorithm is to
restrict the search space at each step, in which it only foresees
one hop ahead when checking the RT condition. Details of the
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Algorithm 3 DP-based algorithm for solving P2
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:

Input: Vmax , {qk , τk , ηk }K
k=1 .
∆
Initialize: Ξ1 = {ξ1 }, ξ1 = ({0}, 0), C({0}, 0) = 0, A =
+ τk , k ∈
{ajk }, U ? = Ø, l0→k = kqk − q0 k, a0k = Vl0→k
max
K, a = [a01 , . . . , a0K ], η0 = [η1 , . . . , ηK ], B10 = Ø,
if a ≤ η0 then
. Check feasibility
Ξm = Ø
for (S, j) ∈ Ξm−1 do
Update Ξm = Ξm ∪ ((S, j) ∪ k, k)
. If
C((S, j)∪k, k) ≤ ηk and C((S, j)∪k, k) is the minimum
cost of all states ((S, j) ∪ k, k)
k
Update Bm
= {j}
end for
m=m+1
Repeat steps 4 to 7 until |S| = K + 1 or no any GU
satisfying the RT constraint.
For each state (S, k) ∈ ΞK+1 , the visiting order u?
is obtained by checking for backward from ΞK+1 to Ξ1
k
.
based on Bm
?
U = U ? ∪ u?
end if
Output: U ? .

TABLE II: Illustration for Travel Time between GUs in
Heuristic Algorithm
GU
0
1
2
3

0
+∞
1
1.2
1.3

1
1
+∞
0.5
1.2

2
1.2
0.5
+∞
2

3
1.3
1.2
2
+∞

heuristic algorithm are described in Algorithm 2.
Firstly, we initialize all the parameters as in lines 1 and 2.
More specifically, U is the feasible path; we can check other
parameters as in Algorithm 1. The searching in the heuristic
algorithm consists of K steps, in which it maintains two sets: a
set of visited GUs and another set of GUs which have not been
visited, i.e., I+ and I− , respectively. First, we check the RT
constraint for the first step (or hop) as in Algorithm 1, line 3. If
the RT constraint from UAV station to each GU k is satisfied,
then, we select the closet GU having minimum RT value as the
first visited GU into the designed path, i.e., U as in lines 4 to
6. Then, we continue checking a until the set I− is empty. In
the other hand, if there has no GUs satisfying the RT constraint
at the k-th step, it is not possible to find out the feasible
path. As shown in the Algorithm 2, the fundamental operations
employed in the computation are additions and comparisons.
The total number of operations needed to run Algorithm 2
K
P
from steps 1 to K is
(K − k + 1) = K(K+1)
[33, Eq.
2
k=2

(0.121.1)]. Thus, the complexity of the heuristic algorithm
is O(K 2 ), which is significantly smaller than the complexity
O(K!) of Algorithm 1.
To make it easy to understand, we would like to give
an example of heuristic algorithm. More specifically, we
consider K = {1, 2, 3}, η = {2, 2, 5} seconds, τk = 0.12
seconds, 0 denotes the UAV station, Table II is the travel time

between GUs. Firstly, the vector a = [1.12, 1.32, 1.42] can
+ τk as in
be determined based on the equation a0k = Vl0→k
max
step 2. Then, the RT constraint can be checked as in step 3.
Since all GUs k satisfy the constraint C1, thus, we update
the feasible path U = 1 and I+ = 1 and I− = {2, 3} as in
steps 4 and 5. Next, the accumulated traveling of UAV to next
GUs in I− can be computed as a01 + a12 = 1.12 + 0.62 =
1.74 < η2 , a01 + a13 = 1.12 + 1.32 = 2.44 < η3 . As
a01 + a12 < a01 + a13 , we have U = 1 → 2, I+ = {1, 2}
and I− = {3}. Next, we check the RT constraint to GU 3,
i.e., a01 + a12 + a23 = 1.74 + 2.12 = 3.86 < η3 . Then, we
can update U = 1 → 2 → 3, I+ = {1, 2, 3} and I− = Ø.
Finally, we obtain the feasible path U ? = U as the output of
Algorithm 2, as in line 8.
3) Algorithm 3: Dynamic programming
Although having a lower complexity, Algorithm 2 obtains a
much degraded performance compared with Algorithm 1. This
motivates us to propose Algorithm 3, which is based on DP
method. It will be shown later that the DP-based algorithm
approaches the optimal solution with a considerably reduced
complexity.
Denote G = (K, A), where K is the set of GUs and
A = {ajk } is the set of the summation of travel time from
GU j → k and the data transmission time to GU k, e.g.,
ajk = lj→k /Vmax + τk , j 6= k. In this work, since we do
not consider ajk with j = k, thus, ajk will henceforth be
referred to as ajk with j 6= k. Moreover, ajk is feasible if it
satisfies the RT constraint, i.e., ajk ≤ ηk . As in the first step
of Algorithms 1 and 2, we check the feasibility by considering
the RT constraint from UAV station to GU k, as in lines 3 of
Algorithm 3. Concretely, if there exists a value of a0k which
does not satisfy the RT constraint, a feasible path will not
exist. Associate with each GU k ∈ K a time window [0, ηk ]
and a data transmission time τk .
A state (S, k) is defined as: S is an unordered set of visited
GUs, k is the last visited GU in S. Define C(S, k) as the least
cost (e.g., summation of traveling time and data transmission
time to GU k) of path starting at UAV station, passing through
each GU of S ⊂ K exactly once, ending at GU k. Without loss
of generality, we initialize the cost function C as C({0}, 0)
equals to zero, whereas the first and second elements represent
for the UAV station. The C(S, k) is calculated by solving the
following equation [30]
C(S, k) = min {C(S\{k}, j) + C({j, k}, k)|
(ajk )∈A

C(S\{k}, j) + C({j, k}, k) ≤ ηk }.
(13)
where C({j, k}, k) = ajk = lj→k /Vmax + τk , S ⊂
K, j and k ∈ S.
k
We denote Bm
with k ∈ K, m = 1, 2, . . . , K + 1 as the
set containing the last visited GU before visiting GU k in
step m, as in lines 2 and 7. Specifically, when an UAV starts
from ground station, there is no visited GU before this, i.e.,
B10 = Ø as in line 2. Let Ξm denote the set of all feasible
states (S, k), where |S| = m. In order to obtain Ξm from
Ξm−1 , we do following steps. For each state (S, j) ∈ Ξm−1 ,
we consider a new state ((S, j) ∪ k, k), lines 5 to 7. This
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TABLE III: Illustration for the value of A = {ajk , j, k ∈ K, }
in DP Algorithm
GU
0
1
2
3

0
+∞
1
1.4
1.2

1
1
+∞
0.5
1.5

2
1.4
0.5
+∞
2

3
1.2
1.5
2
+∞

TABLE IV: Illustration for DP Algorithm
Ξ
Ξ1
Ξ2
Ξ2
Ξ2
Ξ3
Ξ3
Ξ3
Ξ4

S
{0}
{0, 1}
{0, 2}
{0, 3}
{0, 1, 2}
{0, 1, 2}
{0, 1, 3}
{0, 1, 2, 3}

k
0
1
2
3
2
1
3
3

k
Bm
B10 = Ø
B21 = {0}
B22 = {0}
B23 = {0}
B32 = {1}
B31 = {2}
B31 = {1}
B43 = {1}

C(S, k)
0
1
1.4
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.5
3.4

state can be added to Ξm iff it satisfies the RT constraint
and is not yet stored, as in line 6. In the case that this state is
already stored in Ξm , we only keep the state having minimum
cost of C((S, j) ∪ k, k), as in line 6. Let assume that there
exist two states with the corresponding cost functions C1 (S, k)
and C2 (S, k), respectively. If C1 (S, k) < C2 (S, k), then, the
second state will be eliminated. The goal of DP algorithm is
to take all the feasible paths satisfying constraints C1 and C2.
Since we only store the state with lowest value of C(S, k), k =
1, . . . , K for each state (S, k). Thus, at the end of Algorithm
3, when |S| = K + 1, we can achieve maximally K states
(S, k) ∈ ΞK+1 . For each state (S, k), the visiting order u? is
obtained by checking for backward from ΞK+1 to Ξ1 based
k
, as in line 10. Finally, feasible Hamiltonian cycle paths
on Bm
?
U with |U ? | ≤ K is acquired at the output of DP algorithm,
as in line 12.
To make it easy to understand, the DP-based algorithm is
illustrated in Tables III and IV. More specifically, we consider
K = {1, 2, 3}, η = {2, 2, 4} seconds, 0 denotes the UAV
station, Table III is the travel time between GUs. Due to the RT
constraint and the condition of storing one state with minimum
cost C(S, k), we cannot keep all states into consideration.
For example, when S = 3, we only achieve one final state,
i.e., ({0, 1, 2, 3}, 3). For the last state {0, 1, 2, 3} ∈ Ξ4 , we
can check for backward from Ξ4 to Ξ1 to find the feasible
path u? . More specifically, from state Ξ4 , we can find out
that 1 ∈ B43 is the last visited GU before visit 3. Next, by
considering the state (S, 1) ∈ Ξ3 , 2 ∈ B31 is the last visited GU
before visit 1. Similarly, we check for backward until reaching
UAV station 0. Finally, the visiting order u? is obtained, i.e.,
u? = {0 → 2 → 1 → 3 → 0}. The complexity of the
DP-based algorithm is O(K 2 × 2K ) in the worst case [32].
Moreover, details of this method are described in Algorithm
3.

B. Minimization of the UAV’s Energy Consumption with given
path
The previous section designs the paths based on the UAV
maximum speed. While this method is preferred to minimize
the traveling time, it might not be energy-efficient since it overestimates the RT constraints. In this section, we minimize total
energy consumption of the UAV via the joint optimization of
UAV velocities over each given path in the feasible set U ? , e.g.,
the output of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. The energy minimization
problem is formulated as
XK+1
P2 : min
(Efly,i (vi ) + Ehov,i + Ecom,i ) (14)
{vi }K+1
i=1

s.t.

C1 :

i=1

k 
X
di
i=1


+ τui

vi

C2 : 0 ≤ vi ≤ Vmax ,

≤ ηu k , 1 ≤ k ≤ K
i = 1, . . . , K + 1.

C3 : |vi+1 − vi | ≤ ∆V, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ K,

(15)

Because Ecom,i and Ehov,i do not depend on vi , they can
be removed from the objective function of (14) without loss
+
of generality. Since function x1 is convex in {vi }K+1
i=1 ∈ R ,
constraint C1 in (14) is convex. The most challenging is the
term Efly,i (vi ).
Lemma 1: The energy consumption Efly,i (vi ) is convex.
Proof: From (10) and (11) we have
rq


1
Efly,i (vi ) = P0 di
+ α1 vi +P1 di
vi−4 + α22 − α2
vi
+α3 di vi2 ,
(16)
The second derivative of Efly,i (vi ), after some manipulations,
can be expressed as
2P0 di
d2
Efly,i (vi ) =
+ 2α3 di + P1 di β,
2
dvi
vi3

(17)

where
β=
vi6

5−

q

α22 + vi−4

1
rq

2
−
1 + α22 vi4

×
α22 + vi−4 − α2
1


q
.
α22 vi4 + 1 − α2 vi2 α22 vi4 + 1
|
{z
}

(18)

β1

Denote X = p
α2 vi2 ≥ 0, then we can√express β1 =
2
+ 1 − α2 vi α22 vi4 + 1 = X 2 + 1 − X X 2 + 1. Since
2
X X 2 + 1 ≤ 2X2 +1 , it yields
vi4
α22√

β1 ≥ X 2 + 1 −

2X 2 + 1
1
= .
2
2

(19)

In addition, since 1 + α22 vi4 ≥ 1, we obtain the term in
bracket in (18) is always greater than or equal to 1. Thus,
β > 0, ∀vi . Since P0 , di , α3 are also positive, from (17) we
conclude that the second derivative of Efly,i (vi ) is always
positive, which proves the convexity of Efly,i (vi ).
By using Lemma 1, we observe that problem P2 is convex
since the objective and all constraints are convex. Thus, it can
be solved by using the standard methods [34].
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(a) Traditional TSP,

K+1
P

Ei = 6175 Joules.

(b) Exhaustive search,

i=1

(c) Heuristic,

K+1
P

K+1
P

Ei = 3944 Joules.

i=1

Ei = 4484 Joules.

(d) Dynamic programming,

i=1

K+1
P

Ei = 3944 Joules.

i=1

Fig. 4: Comparison of UAV’s trajectories with different path designs
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Fig. 5: Average OP (%) versus Vmax (m/s)

Fig. 6: Average OP (%) versus minimum requested timeout

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS

398m). On a more general level, we perform 1000 independent trials of Monte-Carlo simulations. In details, for each
iteration, we deploy a random GUs topology distributed in
the considered area, the RT constraints are uniformly ranging
between ηmin and ηmax . Moreover, the channel coefficient gk
is also regenerated for each iteration. The proposed solutions

This section provides numerical results to validate the
proposed designs. The parameters are set as follows: H = 50
meters, B = 2 MHz, path loss exponent α = 2.3, σ 2 = −110
dBm, Pcom = 5 W, Rician factor G = 15 dB, UAV’s coverage
area is 400 m x 400 m, UAV ground station is located at (1.5m,

Average energy consumption (Joules)
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Fig. 7: Average OP versus network size, e.g., A = x (m )
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Fig. 8: Average OP (%) versus energy budget

are compared with a solution in [9], [21], which is based on
the TSP. Specifically, since the heuristic and DP algorithms
can find maximally 1 and Θ ≤ K feasible paths, respectively.
In order to guarantee that the exhaustive method is always an
upper bound, this algorithm takes Ψ (Ψ ≥ Θ) shortest feasible
paths while the heuristic and DP algorithms take all feasible
paths into consideration.
In Fig. 4, we illustrate the difference trajectory designs, i.e.,
TSP, exhaustive search, heuristic, and DP, with  = 0.001, Qk
= 50 Mbits, ηmin = 5 seconds, ηmax = 17 seconds, K = 7,
Etot = 100 KJoules. For the purpose of a fair comparison,
Vmax is assumed to be sufficiently large so that all methods
exists one path complying with the latency constraints. The
arrows in Fig. 4 denote the moving direction of UAV. While
the TSP always follows the shortest path and does not take
latency into account, the others select the path with minimum
energy consumption via optimizing the traveling velocities.
Therefore, the energy consumption of TSP is higher than

Fig. 9: Average energy consumption vs. number of GUs.

others. Moreover, the heuristic method selects the closet GU
having minimum RT value as the next visited GU, it leads
to the longer traveling distance. This explains why the energy
consumption of heuristic is higher than exhaustive and DP
methods. Specifically, the DP method may obtain the same
trajectory design compared to that of exhaustive search. It
shows the superiority of this scheme compared to other ones.
Next, we evaluate the proposed trajectory designs via the
outage probability metric (OP). Moreover, the in-feasibility
also occurs if all the paths, which is obtained from Algorithm
1 (or Algorithms 2, 3), do not satisfy the energy budget
constraint, i.e., C3 in (12). Fig. 5 presents the OP of the
proposed algorithms and the reference as a function of Vmax
with the RT requirements ηk ranging between 22 and 60
seconds, the energy budget Etot = 500 KJoules, B = 3
MHz,  = 0.001, G = 15 dB. It is shown that the proposed
algorithms significantly improve the OP compared with the
reference for all values of Vmax . Specifically, at Vmax = 40 m/s
and K = 6, the exhaustive search and dynamic programing
algorithms can find the trajectory that satisfies all the GUs’ RT
constraints with high probability and the heuristic algorithm
achieves less than 1.7% OP. Whereas the reference scheme
imposes 9.3% OP. The OP of all schemes can be reduced by
increasing Vmax , which is because a higher Vmax results in
a lower traveling time between the GUs. Consequently, it is
highly probable for the UAV to satisfy the GUs’ RT.
In Fig. 6, the OP is presented as a function of minimum RT
value ηmin (seconds), while ηmax = 65 seconds, Vmax = 45
m/s, and Etot = 500 KJoules, Qk = 10 Mbits, B = 3 Mhz,
G = 15 dB. Similar to Fig. 5, the DP achieves almost the
same outage performance as the exhaustive search while it significantly outperforms the heuristic and reference algorithms.
Specifically, at ηmin = 15 seconds and K = 6, the OP values
of both exhaustive search and dynamic programing algorithms
equal to 5% and the heuristic-based algorithm achieves less
than 4.2 % OP. Whereas the reference scheme imposes 38.8%
OP. It is found that at a lower value of ηmin , the outage
performance is degraded. This is expected since allocating
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Fig. 11: Average energy consumption vs. network size

more speed is needed to satisfy the GUs’ RT, but the Vmax
is limited. Furthermore, in Figs. 5 and 6, the average outage
probability decreases when we decrease the number of GUs
from 6 to 4.
Fig. 7 represents the OP as a function of network size (i.e.,
x (meters)) with K = 7, Vmax = 45 m/s, ηmin = 15 seconds,
ηmax = 65 seconds, Qk = 10 Mbits, G = 15 dB, B = 3
Mhz and Etot = 500 KJoules. Whereas the UAV’s coverage
area is assumed to be a square and it can be calculated as
A = x2 (m2 ), e.g., Fig. 1. It is observed that with the
increasing of x, the average OP is significantly increasing for
four schemes. This is expected since more traveling velocity
Vmax is needed to compensate the latency requirement which
is in contradiction with the Vmax limitation.
Next, we examine the energy consumption of the proposed
optimization in Section III-B and compare with the TSPbased reference scheme in [9], [21]. For a fair comparison,

Fig. 12: Average calculation time vs. number of GUs.

we assume that Vmax is sufficiently large so that all schemes
have at least one path satisfying the RT constraint. Once a
feasible set of paths is obtained based on the TSP solution,
proposed Algorithms 1, 2 and 3, we apply the optimization
P2 to minimize the total UAV’s energy consumption.
Fig. 8 illustrates the average OP versus energy budget
(Joules), where the RT requirements ηk ranging between 3
and 15 seconds, K = 4,  = 0.001. It is the same with Figs.
4 and 5, the outage probability value of DP converges to that
of the exhaustive search which outperforms the heuristic and
reference methods. Furthermore, when the value of energy
budget is large enough, the OP of all algorithms converges
to the saturation value. It is because the OP is dependent
on the energy budget and the RT constraint, as well as the
P{Rk < Rk } = , i.e., constraints C1 and C3 in (12).
Fig. 9 plots the energy consumption (Joules) of all schemes
as a function of the number of GUs, i.e., K, with ηmin = 3
seconds, ηmax = 15 seconds, Ψ = K, Qk = 10 Mbits,
 = 0.001, G = 15 dB. A similar observation is that our
proposed designs significantly reduce the UAV’s consumed
energy compared with the reference. This is due to the fact
that the reference (TSP-based) always selects the shortest path
regardless of the GUs’ RT requirements. Consequently, in
order to satisfy all GUs’ RT constraint, the UAV (in this
case) has to fly with a higher velocity than in our proposed
designs. Obviously, serving more GUs requires more energy
consumption, as shown in these figures. Fig. 10 describes the
details of the maximum and minimum energy consumption for
each algorithm.
Fig. 11 evaluates the average energy consumption versus
network size with ηmin = 15 seconds, ηmax = 60 seconds,
Ψ = K = 4, Qk = 10 Mbits. In Fig. 9, we assume that the
velocity Vmax is sufficiently large to make sure that the TSP
scheme exists one feasible path which is infeasible in practical.
Thus, in Fig. 11, we compare the average energy consumption
of the exhaustive search, heuristic, and DP algorithms with
Vmax = 50 m/s. We can observe that, for a larger network
size, the energy consumption is increasing. Due to the fact
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that, the energy consumption depends not only on velocity
but also on traveling distance (from eq. (11)). Specifically, the
energy consumption value of DP is very close to that of the
exhaustive algorithm. Moreover, the heuristic consumes more
energy compared to that of exhaustive search and DP schemes
and the gap between them increases proportionally with the
network size.
Last, to illustrate the complexity of all algorithms, Fig. 12
shows the average running time (seconds) as a function of
the number of GUs. Clearly, the exhaustive search (Algorithm
1) imposes the largest running time, which increases exponentially with the number of GUs, as it tries all possible paths. The
heuristic search (Algorithm 2) and dynamic programing (Algorithm 3) consume much less time compared with Algorithm
1. From practical aspects, Algorithm 3 is preferred as it has a
relatively small complexity while achieving good performance.
Algorithm 2 consumes less time than Algorithm 3, but it
has lower performance, i.e., the OP and energy consumption.
Although having a short running time, the TSP-based reference
has a poor performance, which is far worse than the proposed
Algorithms, as shown in Figs. 5 to 10.
V. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
A. Discussion
This research makes a first attempt to design the coarse
trajectory for the energy minimization in UAV-enabled wireless communications with latency constraints. The proposed
approach can be extended to a fine trajectory, e.g., waypoints
based on VBS placement and convex optimization (WVC)
[9] and fly-hover-communication (FHC) [21]. However, it
leads to new challenges since [9] and [21] do not take the
latency constraints into consideration. Thus, FHC and WVC
can not be directly applied to the problem investigated in
this paper. Fortunately, the proposed algorithms in our work,
i.e., exhaustive, heuristic, and DP in Section III-A, become
initial feasible paths for the block coordinate descend (BCD) in
combination with the successive convex approximation (SCA)
method [22] that can be considered as a new method to obtain
the fine trajectory, e.g., FHC and WVC. Moreover, a variable
velocity can also be achieved by applying this new approach.
B. Conclusion
We have investigated the energy-efficient trajectory design
for UAV-assisted communications networks which take into
consideration latency requirements from the GUs. Concretely,
we minimize the total energy consumption via jointly optimizing the UAV trajectory and velocity while satisfying the
RT constraints and energy budget. The problem was nonconvex, which was solved via two consecutive steps. Firstly,
we proposed two algorithms for UAV trajectory design while
satisfying the GUs’ latency constraints based on the TSPTW.
Secondly, for given feasible trajectories, we minimized the
total energy consumption via a joint design of the UAV’s
velocities in all hops. Then, the best path was selected as the
designed trajectory of UAV. It was shown via numerical results
that our proposed designs outperform the TSP scheme in terms
of both energy consumption and outage probability.

The outcome of this work motivates future works in UAV
communications networks. One problem is to jointly select
the paths and optimize the velocity, which requires advanced
optimization techniques but might further improve the UAV’s
performance. Another promising problem is to consider dynamic network topology. In this case, an adaptive solution
that optimizes the UAV trajectory on the fly is required.
Furthermore, this research result motivates the trajectory design for multi-UAV scenario, in which multiple UAVs jointly
serve the ground users. Pursuing the optimal solution in this
case requires advanced optimization techniques and may need
collaboration among the UAVs.
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